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Set Nt = the maximum integer such that there exists a coloring of the 
complete graph on Nt vertices with t colors such that no monochromatic 
triangles exist. The existence of Nt is implied by a theorem of F. P. Ramsey 
[3]. Clearly N1 = 2. Greenwood and Gleason [l] have shown N, = 5, 
N3 = 16. A simple argument gives N4 d 65. It is the object of this note 
to show N4 # 65. 
Any 3 coloring of the edges of K16 with no monochromatic triangle must 
satisfy the nine properties below. The proof is given in the Appendix. 
(Kalbfleisch and Stanton [2] showed that there are exactly two noniso- 
morphic colorations of K16 . Using their result, the nine properties could 
be checked directly): 
(1) If p, q, r E V span a triangle with edges colored 1 or 2, there is an 
x E I/ so (p, x), (q, x), (r, x) are l-colored 3. 
(2) If A and B are bichromatic pentagons with the same colors 
having a point in common, they have exactly two points in common. 
(3) Every bichromatic triangle is contained in exactly one bichro- 
matic pentagon. 
(4) Every line is in 4 bichromatic pentagons. 
(5) If (p, q) is l-colored, there are exactly 2 points x such that 
(p, x) and (q, x) are 2-colored. 
(6) If (p, q) is l-colored, there are exactly 2 points x such that 
(p, X) is l-colored and (q, x) is 2-colored. 
(7) There are 16 bichromatic pengaons of each coloring. 
(8) If (p, q) is l-colored, there is an x such that (p, x) is 2-colored 
and (q, x) is 3-colored. 
(9) Every point is in exactly 6 bichromatic pentagons of a given 
coloring. 
* These notes are printed posthumously. They have been collated and somewhat 
rearranged by Joel Spencer, Massachusetts Institute of Technology, Cambridge, MA. 
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Let Y be a set with 1 V 1 = 65. Suppose that the edges of the complete 
graph on V are partitioned into classes C, , C, , C, , C, so that no class 
contains a triangle. Our object is to derive a contradiction. We let i, j, k, I 
denote element of {I, 2, 3,4}. 
Let P = (A / / A j = 5, for some iA C & , for some j. k every (p, q), p, 
q E A is in Ci U C,}. The ordered pair (i, {j, k}) will be called the type of A. 
The unique I # i, j, k will be called the indicator of A. 
Let A E P with indicator i. A point p E V covers A if p E Si and for all 
q~A,(p,q)ECi. Let 
PO = {AEPI AisnotcoveredbypforanypE V}. 
Also let 
u.4 = {Y 6 v - WI (x, Y) E CJ. 
LEMMA 1. Let p, q E Si and (p, q) E Ci . Suppose there is an A E P - PO 
of type (i, {j, k}) with p, q E A. Then there is a B E P - PO of type (i, {j, l>) 
withp, q E B, Here I # i, j, k. 
ProoJ Let x E C1 cover A. Thenp, q, w E L,(X). (p, q) E Ci, (p, W) E Ci , 
and (q, w) E Ci . By (l), there is a point y E L,(x) with (p, y), (q, y), 
(w, y) E C, . Then y E Sk, 1 Lk( y) n Si I = 5 by part (1) of Lemma 9. Thus 
the set of points in L,(y) n Si form an element B of P of type (i, j, 1). 
p,qEBandycoversBsoBEP-PO. 
Let 2 = {(p, q)) p # q, p, q E Si for some i and there is no A E P - P,, 
with p, q E Af. 
LEMMA 2. Ler p E Si . There is an A E P - PO of type (i, {j, k}) with 
PEA. 
Proof. Let I # i, j, k. There are 16 lines in C1 incident on p. Suppose 
none of these lines go to S, . Then at least 6 go to either S, , Sj , or Sk . 
This is impossible. Therefore, there is an x E S, with (p, x) E C2 . 
L,(x) n Si E P - P,, , it is of type (i, {j, k)), and it contains p. 
LEMMA 3. If (p, q) E 9’ and (p, q’) E 9, then q = q’. 
Proof. Suppose q’ # q. Let p E & . Let (p, q) E C, . Let q, ql, q2, 
q3 , q4 be the points in Si connected to p by a line in Cj . 
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If (p, q’) E Ci , we may assume q’ = q1 . Suppose (p, q3) 6 9. By Lemma 1 
there is an A E P - P,, of type (i, {j, I}) which contains p and q8 . But 
such an A must contain q or q1 since it contains a point other than q3 
which is j-connected top and q2 , q4 are k-connected to q3 and hence cannot 
be in A. This contradicts (p, 43, (p, q) E 9. Thus, (p, q3) E 9. Replacing 
4, 41 by 41, q3 3 q3 by qz > and I by k we get (p, q2) E 9. Similarly, 
(p, q4) E 9. But then p cannot be in any A E: P - P,, of type (i, (j, k}), 
contradicting Lemma 2. 
We have now shown that (P, qd, (P, ah (P, cd, (P, a) I 9. Suppose 
p is in only 2 elements, A and B of P - P,, of type (i, {j, k}). By Lemma 1 
they must cover (p, ql), (p, q4) Therefore A A B cannot contain a j-line 
from p. Hence it must contain a k-line from p (by (2)). Therefore only 
3k-lines from p are covered. Therefore there are points x, y which are 
k-connected to p with (p, x), (p, y) E 2. By the above argument, this 
is impossible. 
Hence p is contained in 3 elements, A, B, C of P - P,, of type (i, {j, k}). 
Nowq$AuBuCandq,,q,,q,,q,EAuBuC.AnB3{p,qz}.So, 
by (2), A u B contain 4 k-lines from p. C n A contains only one line by 
(2) so C contains a k-line fromp which is not in A. C n B contains (p, q3) 
so this k-line is not in B. Thus A u B u C contains Sk-lines from P. 
Therefore (p, q’) $ C, . Similarly, (p, q’) 6 Cz . This contradicts q’ # q. 
LEMMA 4. 1 P,, 1 > 2 19 1 . 
Proof. By (4) and the definition of 9 and P,, , every element of Y is 
in 4 members of P,, . By Lemma 3, each element of P,, contains at most 
2 members of Z’. Q.E.D. 
LEMMA 5. A E P. If p and q are distinct points which cover A, then 
(P, 4) E 9. 
Proof. Let i be the indicator of A. Then p, q E S$ and all lines from 
p or q to A are in Ci . Let (j, {k, I}) be the type of A. Suppose (p, q) # 9. 
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Then there is a B E P - P,, with p, q E B. Then B C Si so B has indicator 
j, k, or 1. By Lemma 1, we may chose B so its indicator is notj. Therefore, 
we may as well assume that B has indicator 1. 
Let x E S1 cover B. We have p, q, w&(x) . (p, w) E Ci . By (6) there are 
points x, x’ E L,(x) such that (p, x), (p, x’) E Ci, and (w, x), (w, x’) E Cj . 
Then x, x’ E & . All i-lines from p to Sj hit A so x, x’ E A. Therefore 
(q, x), (q, x’) E Ci . But (p, w), (q, w) E Ci so we have 3 triangles in L,(x) 
with basep, q and with all sides i-colored. This contradicts (5). 
LEMMA 6. Each element of P is covered at most twice. 
Proof. Let A E P and suppose three points p, q, and r cover A. By 
Lemma 5, (p, q) E 2 and (p, Y) E 2 but q # r. This contradicts Lemma 3. 
Let Pz be those elements of P which are covered twice. 
LEMMA 7. j Pz ( = 1 P,, 1 . 
Proof. By (7), I P ( = 4 * 3 * 16. Now each point in V - {w} covers 
exactly 3 elements of P so there are 3 . 64 coverings of elements of P. But 
coverings of elements of P may also be counted as 0 . 1 P,, 1 + 2 * 1 Pz 1 + 
1 P - P,, - Pz 1 . Therefore 2 1 Pz 1 + 3 * 64 - / PO / - I Pz I = 3 * 64 or 
I pz I = I PO I * 
LEMMA 8. I P, 1 < I $P ) . 
Proof. Let v : Pz + 2 by v(A) = (p, q), where p and q cover A. It 
suffices to show that v is l-l. Suppose not. Then (p, q) = v(A) = y(B) 
where A # B. Since a point covers at most one element of P in each Sa , 
A n B = ia. Let p, q E & , Then q and q both have i-colored lines going 
to each of the 11 points in A u B u {w>. This contradicts Lemma 9 below. 
Let p, q E V. Let 
Tii = x E V - 
I 
(P, 4 E G 
{p, 4) I (q, x) E cj - I 
LEMMA 9. Let (p, q) E Ci . Then 
(0 I Tij I = 5, 
(ii) 1 Tii I 3 1 j # i, 
(iii) j Tjk I > 1 j,k#i .i i k 
(iv) I Tii I < 9 j # i. 
Proof. (i) Consider L,(p). Tij is just those points in Li(p) which are 
j-connected to q E Li(p). 
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(ii) We have j TIj / + j Tzi / + / Tsj I + / TJi I = # of j-lines from 
q = 16. If 1 Tjj j = 0, then 1 T,, / 3 6 for some k # j. But then the lines 
in Tkj have only 2 colors, --+c. 
(iii) Let I # i, j, k. Choose x E T,, . Then p, q E L,(X). By (8) there 
is a y in L,(X) with (p, y) G Cj and (q, y) E Ck . y E Tik . 
(iv) Let i, j, k, 1 be distinct. We have 16 = / Tij j + j Tjj 1 + 
1 Tkj I + j TLi I > 5 + ( Tjj I + 1 + 1. :. 9 = 16 - 7 3 I Tji / 
LEMMA 10. Each element of P is covered exactly once. 
Proof. It suffices to show that I P, j = I P, I = 0. Combining 
Lemmas 4,7, and 8 we have: 
I P, I = I PO I 3 2 I 2 I 3 2 I P, I . Q.E.D. 
LEMMA 11. Let p E Si , and let j # i. There are exactly Sj-lines from 
p to sj . 
Proof. Let i, j, k, I be distinct. By (19) there are exactly 5 elements of 
P of type (i, {k, I}) containing p. Call them A1 , A,, A,, A,, A, . By 
Lemma 10 they are each covered by exactly one point. Let ql , cover 
A 1 ,... . Then q1 ,..., q5 ES~ and (P, qJ,..-, (P, q3 E G . Suppose q is 
another point in Sj with (p, q) E Cj . Then Lj(q) n & is an element of P 
of type (i, {k, r}) which is covered by q and which contains p. 
Lj(q) n Si = A, . Some 01, 1 < 01 < 5 so q = qo1. 
Let J be the 65 x 65 matrix indexed by V x V with all extries 1. Let A 
be the 65 x 65 matrix indexed by V x V with entries 
1 
a WI = 
if P f 4 and (P, q) E CI , 
0 otherwise. 
Let I be the identity matrix on V x V. 
LEMMA 12. 
(A2),, = : 
if x=y, 
if xfy and asz,=I, 
5 if x # y and a,, = 0. 
ProoJ 
(A2),, = c a,p,, = c a:, = # of 1 lines 
1 ?I 
fromx = 16. 
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Suppose x # y and a,, = 1. If (AZ),, # 0, then for some z, ~,,a,, # 0. 
But this would imply that (x, y), (x, z), (y, z) E C, , contradicting the 
assumption of no monochromatic triangles. 
Now suppose x # y and az3/ = 0. Take w = x in the above. Then 
yc& where i # 1. Now 
(A2)TY = 1 ayzazv = C a,, = # of 1 lines 
s zos, 
fromyto& = 5byLemmall. 
We now have 
(*I A2 + 5A - 111 = 5J. 
We also have AJ = JA = 165. A and J are symmetric matrices which 
commute so they may be simultaneously diagonalized. J has 65 as one 
eigenvalue and the rest are 0. Let S be such that SJS-l = diag(65, O,..., 0) 
and SAW = diag(&, , X, ,..., h,&. From AJ = 16J, we get X, * 65 = 
16~65,soh,=16.From(*)wegeth~+5Xi-11 =Oforl <i<64. 
The polynomial x2 + 5x - 11 has roots 
(-5 & 691j2)/2. 
Let a be the number of hi = (-5 + 691i2)/2, and let b be the number of 
Xi = (-5 - 69112)/2. Then 
a+b=64 
0 = trace(A) = 16 + a ( -’ : 6g1’2 ) + b ( -’ 1 6g1’2 ) 
= 16-;(a+b)+y(a-b) 
=16-5.32+ y (a _ b) 
2 
.‘.a - b = 691/2 . 144, 
contradicting the fact that a and b are integers. 
APPENDIX 
Let V be a set with ) V ( = 16. Let the edges of the complete graph on V 
be partitioned into classes C, , C, , and C, so that no class contains a 
triangle. 
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Let p, q E Y with (p, q) E C, . For 1 < i, j < 3, let $, = {X E v - 
{P, 4N(P, 4 E ci 3 (4,x) E Cd. 
LEMMA 13. 
0) I Sll I = 0, 
(ii) I S,, I = 1 Si, I = 2 for i = 2, 3, 
(iii) / &, 1 = 2 for i=l,3, 
(iv) I Sij I = 1 for i,j=2,3i#j. 
Proof. (i) Obvious. 
(ii) 1 SIi 1 < 2. Since lines between points of Sli must all be in C, , 
j # 1, i. On the other hand, 5 = # of l-lines from p = 1 + I S,, I + 
1 s13 I * :. 1 SIi 1 = 2. Similarly, I SIi 1 = 2. 
(iii) We have I S,, I < 2 for (Y, /3 = 1,2, 3 *, 01 # j?. Now 
5=I&,I+l~,,l+Is,,I ~2+Is,,I+2soIs,,I 21. 
Similarly, I S,, I > 1. Let x E S,, . L,(x) is 1, 3-pentagon containing p 
and q. 
P 
Therefore, there is a y E L,(x) n S,, . Similarly, there is an X E L3( u) n S,, . 
(x, JJ) E C, and (Z, JJ) E C, so x # X. :. I S,, I 3 2. Similarly, I S,, I >, 2. 
Let L,(p) = {ql = q, q2, q3, q4, q5). For 1 < 01 < 5, define Zj as 
above usingp and q. Let L,(p) = {rI , r2 ,..., r5} and define zj as above 
using p and r, . Then 
il I s;3 I = # f o lines in C, with one end in L,(p) and the other in L,(p) 
5 
= c 1 s;, j = 10. 
a=1 
Now j S,, 1 2 2 so 1 S,, 1 = 2. :. / S,, 1 = 2. Similarly, 1 S,, I = 2. 
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(iv) We have 5 = I S,, I + I S,, I + I S,, I = 2 + 2 + I S,, I so 
I S,, / = 1. Similarly, / S,, I = 1. 
LEMMA 14. Let p, q, r E V and suppose (p, q), (p, r), and (q, r) are all 
in C, u C, , Then there is a unique x such that p, q, r E L3(x). 
Proof. We may assume that (p, q) E C, and (p, r), (q, r) E C, . Let Sii 
be as above usingp and q as base. Then r E S,, . Let F be the other point in 
S,, . There is a point x E L,(F) n S,, . p, q E L&) and there is a point in 
Lx(x) n S,, . (f, x) E C, so T $ L3(x) f7 S,, . :. r E L3(x) A S,, . 
There is a point Z E L,(r) n S,, . Now (r, x) E C, so I # x. :. S,, = 
{x, a}. Now suppose that p, q, r E L3(x). Then y ES,, so y = x or y = X. 
But (X, r) E C, so y = x. 
LEMMA 15. For each p E V, L,(p) is a jive element set with all lines in 
C, v C, . Conversely, if A C V, / A j = 5 and all lines between points in 
A are in Cl u C, , then A = L3( p) .for some p E V. 
Proof. The direct statement is obvious. By Lemma 14, every triple of 
points in A is in L3(x) for some x. Let a E A. There are 6 triples in A 
containing a. Now a E L3(x) for only 5 points x. :. There is an x such 
that L3(x) contains two triples in A containing a. Therefore, 
) L&Y) n A 1 3 4 and a E L,(x). 
Suppose b E A - L,(x). By the same argument there is a y with 
I MY) n A I > 4 and b 6 L(Y). 
Now 1 L3(x) n L,(y) n A I > 3 so by the uniqueness in Lemma 14, x = y. 
This contradicts b E A - L3(x) and b E L3( y). :. A C L3(x). 
j A / = 5 = I L3(x)l so A = L,(y). 
LEMMA 16. Ifp # q, then L,(p) f L,(q). 
Proof. Use p, q as base in defining the Sii. If L,(p) = L3(q), then 
S,, = L3(p) so 1 S,, / = 5. This contradicts Lemma 13. 
(1) Lemma 14. 
(2) Let A = L,(p), B = L3(q), p # q. There is a point x E L3(p) n 
L,(q) so (p, q) 6 C, . Assume (p, q) E C, . By Lemma 13. 
I L,(P) n L,(q)1 = I S,, I = 2. 
(3) Lemmas 14 and 15. 
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(4) Let (p, q) E C, . The bichromatic pentagons containing p and q 
are all sets of the form L,(X), x E S,, and &(y), y E S,, . By Lemma 13, 
/ S,, I + j S,, j = 4 so there are exactly 4 such sets. 
(5) Lemma 13. 
(6) Lemma 13. 
(7) Lemmas 15 and 16. 
(8) Lemma 13. 
(9) All 1, 2-pentagons containing p are sets of the form L,(x) 
containing p. p E &(x) o x E L,(p) and 1 L,(p)1 = 5. Lemmas 15 and 16. 
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